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Abstract
The emergence of political consciousness and introduction of democratic
institutions took long time in the Princely State of Tripura. After Partition,
Tripura formally joined the Indian Union and the major crisis arose from the
political and cultural hegemony of the Bengali refugees over the domicile
tribals. The refugees had earned respectable spaces in the socio-cultural milieu
of the state. They could situate them in a new political framework, which gave
birth to a political structure different from other two major Bengali refugee
absorbent states, West Bengal and Assam. The paper would try to locate the
transformation process in the political order from the structure of a princely
state to a democratic government within the Centre-State binaries. It seeks to
explore the root causes of refugee - tribal agitations, strategies and changes.
It attempts to find out how the huge refugee population itself became a decisive
factor in the political arena of the post-partition Tripura.

I. Introduction
The end of colonial rule in the Indian subcontinent and birth of two nations, India and
Pakistan, was accompanied by communal politics and riots, and consequently,
significantly a large portion of the paranoid religious minorities in both the nations
moved to the other as refugees. Absorption of the massive number of refugees had
huge ramification in the receiving areas of both the nations. Besides resulting in
demographic imbalance, it inescapably led to ethnic divide and social tension,
competition for scarce resources as well as struggle for political hegemony. One of the
classic examples of this is the present state of Tripura, which was a convenient site for
the Indian State to accommodate a large chunk of the Bengali refugees from East
Pakistan for the history shared in common by the colonial Princely State and East
Bengal renamed as East Pakistan after the partition. Notwithstanding the common
people of Tripura initially welcomed the people migrated from East Pakistan as they
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were all Bengali speaking people and had traditional socio-cultural links, the attitudes
of the hosts changed with every additional wave of refugees migrated to the tiny
political unit of the Indian State. Sentimentalism changed to apprehension, care changed
to fear and amity transformed to hostility. With this backdrop, this paper tries to locate
the transformation process in the political order, the process of transformation from the
structure of the Princely State to a democratic government within the ambit of the
Indian federal structure. It also seeks to explore the root causes of refugee and tribal
agitations alongside other political discourses involving myriad strategies and changes
including the political leaderships in Tripura. Attempt has also been made to find out
how the refugee population became a decisive political factor in the electoral politics
in the state marked by remarkable ethnic diversity. Certainly it demands a critical
engagement especially with growing political apprehension and fear of the host society
of being loser of political hegemony with the every wave of refugee moved in.
II. The Broad Political Scenario of Tripura during the Pre-Partition Period
Tripura, comprising of both hills and plain territory, was geographically situated in the
peripheral quarters of Bengal, amidst the migration routes. It was beside the Ahom
state and connected up till Arakan.1 Thus, it had experienced some turbulence caused
by the centre of the Mughal dynasty as well as crises due to foreign invasion from time
to time since the fifteenth century. The original inhabitants of the hill portion, which
was indeed the other side of the Chittagong Hill Tracts of the then East Bengal, were
tribals. However, the tendency of in-migration and out-migration of the tribes from the
mythical period proves its popular identity of a hospitable and accommodative
state.2According to Rajmala, the court chronicle of the Tripura Maharajas, about 150
Hindu kings had ruled Tripura for an uninterrupted period of about 350 years from the
legendary period.3The strategic location of Tripura was such that it necessitated constant
interaction between the Nawab rulers of adjacent Bengal and Maharajas of Tripura,
which began almost simultaneously with the establishment of the Manikya dynasty
(1280 AD).4 Thus, the Maharajas had to negotiate with the internal issues of crises and
continue regular warfare against the external invaders, especially the Sultans of Bengal,
essentially to keep control over the Chittagong-Sylhet region, the plain portion of
Tripura.
As there were two separate divisions in the Princely State of Tripura, the community
identities of the subjects were indeed diverse. The inhabitants of the plain Tripura
territory or the Chakla Roshanabad were Bengalis, both Hindus and Muslims. When
the Hindus mostly belonged to the educated professional classes, the Muslims were
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primarily farmers or sharecroppers. It was in the year 1658; Tripura went under the
direct control of the Mughals.5 Although the Mughals could capture the territory popularly
known as Parbotyo Tripura or Hill Tipperah, they were not familiar with the misty
climate and humid environment there. It was, therefore, decided to shift the military
base from Udaypur, the capital of the hill Tripura portion to plain Tripura, chiefly to
make their soldiers comfortable.6 The occupied portion of plain Tripura entered into the
Mughal rent roll as Sarkar Udaipur. They gave the state a status named Udaypur
Rajosyo Pargana.7 The taxes had mainly to be collected from the plains, as the hill
portion had little surplus production. In 1764, the British East India Company took
control of whole of Bengal. Thus, some other parts of Bengal, which had been under
the Mughal Empire was naturally taken over by the British administration too.8 Tripura
became a British protectorate in 1809 and the Maharajas were recognised as sovereigns
by the British in 1838. In that particular process, Tripura became a Princely State, and
the British Government appointed an agent to assist the Maharaja in the administration
in 1871.9
The Princely State, however, had to suffer severe crisis, especially, in every succession
of the royal family members besides ravages caused by several Kuki invaders between
1826 and 1862.10 Hence, the monarchy had to negotiate with both internal and external
threats constantly. The original inhabitants of Tripura were tribals, and the monarchy
that dominated was based on the idea of divinity. The common illiterate tribals were
comfortable with the existing socio-political arrangements of the monarchy. However,
with gradual colonial interventions, the state machinery assumed a bureaucratic pattern
and economy became monetized.11 The changes led to emergence of a ‘non-tribal
middle class’ which led the anti-monarchical and anti-imperialist movements within the
state.12 This educated Hindus were settled down in the state with the invitation from the
monarchy, chiefly to work for the administration. Therefore, there was an expectation
amongst them that the monarchy would be benevolent and enlightened to introduce
structural reforms, but it received divergent reactions.13
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The demand for responsible form of government in Tripura was first heard in late
1920s. The concretization of political movement towards this was developed in two
stages. Organized political activities flourished during the nationalist struggle and it
finally graduated to a certain type of resistance movement, chiefly against the oppressive
aspects of the princely rule and its administration.14Revolutionary organizations like
Anushilan and Jugantar groups contributed in emergence of so-called organised political
movements in Tripura. The Swadeshi Movement, followed by Khilafat and Noncooperation added further political awareness and change in the ideology towards the
nationalist movements.15 It facilitated emergence of few semi-political and kind of
reformist organizations such as Chhartra Sangha or Bharati Sangha (1927) under the
aegis of the Anushilan Samiti. Consolidation of a modern political structure and the
role of government in that culture began from 1930s.16 The Act of 1935 had changed
equations of Indian States with the Raj, made it the ‘Crown Representative’.17
However, consolidation of more organised political movements in Tripura began with
the formation of the Tripura Rajya Gana Parishad in 1935. That was the first declared
political organization in Tripura. It pointed out categorically in a resolution that
ideologically the organisation ‘would follow the line of Congress’.18 Notwithstanding
the organisation was pioneered by some of the tribal leaders such as Sachindra Lal
Singha, Hariganga Basak, Sukhamoy Sengupta, Umesh Lal Singha, they could not
popularize the organization among the common tribal people. In 1939, with ‘20-point
Charter of Demand’, they conveyed public resentment against all feudal privileges.19
The Parishad demanded land reforms. Another premier political organisation, Rajya
Janamangal Samiti formed in 1939. It had roots in progressive-left associations. They
worked as ‘appropriate political platform’ within heterogeneous groups. The Samiti
was formed by young communists such as Biren Datta, Bansi Thakur, Pravat Chandra
Roy, Sukumar Bhowmik and Kriti Singha. They raised slogan to create responsible
government under the aegis of the Maharaja with ‘10-point political’ and ‘16-point
social and economic’ demands.20 They identified ‘indifference and unsympathetic attitude
of the State officials that contributed to’ miseries of tribals and non-tribals, and
emphasised the crises of illiteracy, indebt condition and over taxation. Their primary
agenda was development of awareness amongst the tribals to uplift their material
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condition.21 They experimented with two political tactics. One, they were not against
the Maharaja, two, their chief propaganda and attack was against the state officials.
The Tripura Rajya Jana Siksha Samiti was the first ethno- nationalist outfit in Tripura,
with the mission of tribal emancipation. It was established in 1945 by eleven educated
youths under the leadership of Biren Datta. The other members were Sudhannya Deb
Burma, Dasarath Deb Burma, Hemanta Deb Burma, Aghore Deb Burma and Nilmoni
Deb Burma.22 The veteran leaders of the Jana Mangal Samiti started working among
the tribals in the hilly areas primarily to enlighten them for their freedom from the
world of superstition and various mystic beliefs. The boarding (for tribal students)
attached with the Umakanta Academy in Agartala and Puratan or Natun boarding in
Khowai became centres of their ideological base. Their two principal objectives were
eradication of illiteracy and superstition and struggle against poverty.23The Siksha Samiti
tried to question tribal’s absolute allegiance and faith in the institutionalised kingship.
They organized them against social injustice and feudal oppression of the Maharajas.24
The Siksha Samiti was firm on their demand of compulsory participation of the tribals
in education to uplift their society from the ‘curse of illiteracy and poverty that have
descended on the tribal society of Tripura during the thirteen hundred and fifty years
of princely regime’.25 D.A.W. Brown, the then Education Minister of Tripura was a
patron of mass education. He helped the Samiti to establish 400 schools, out of which
the state recognized as many as 300 schools, primarily founded in secluded hilly
areas.26
The Jana Siksha Movement acted as window in the lives of both rural tribals and nontribals. It made them a political category, struggling within neglected landscapes, it laid
foundation of democratic movements. They got hold over hills and plains by such
initiatives.27 Tribals became enlightened and alert about unfair demands, customary
exploitations imposed by the Maharaja and his administration.28Apart from the Bengalis,
the Reangs rose to revolt in 1942-43 under the leadership of Ratanmani Noatia against
the royal agents.29 Though the Royal Forces suppressed it ruthlessly, it however betrayed
unsympathetic attitude of the rulers towards tribals. Communal organizations like
Anjuman Islamia (1945), Tripura Rajya Moslem Praja Majlish (1946) and Hindu
Mahasabha also became operational in the pre-Partition phase. The Bengali Hindu
Sammelani, another faction in Hindu communal line merged with the Tripura branch
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of Mahasabha in 1946.30 The Tripura Rajya Praja Mandal appealed to the Administration
for treatment of the riot stricken refugees as guests. The government agreed to be
generous by extending help and support to the distressed.31
The Praja Mandal had demanded ‘responsible government through elections’ and it
might introduced a broad-based political platform. They urged for democratic system,
offered strong resistance against pro-Pakistani conspirators and opposed anti-Bengali
propaganda of the Seng-Krak, the militant wing of Bir Bikram Tripura Sangha. They
began to incite the tribals, introduced the cult of ‘clenched fist’ against Bengalis.32They
started publishing a bulletin, Tripura Rajyer Kathaedited by Biren Datta.33Maharaja Bir
Bikram and the Administration were frightened by such developments. He premeditated
tri-polar politics by launching an organization called Tripur Sangha with help of the
tribal Sardars. It emphasized on the ethnic solidarity.34The Maharaja tried to divide the
communities on material interests. The tenure of this organization was short lived. It
was eventually wiped out in fourteen months after the sudden death of Maharaja Bir
Bikramon May 17, 1947, just before the Partition.
III. The Post-Partition Political landscape: Politics and Policies around the Refugees
The Partition had major impact on Tripura. The earlier equations changed with
amalgamation of Samities and political parties. With the decision of merger of Tripura
with India in 1949, ‘the second phase of the unfortunate fate’ of the tribals started for
‘living in land of Bengalis’.35 Along with the change of demographic profiles, the
question of ‘right over land’ became a debated issue for designing further settlement
plans for the Hindu middle or lower middle classes. The Ceiling Act introduced after
1949, land ownership of the royal family was identified.36 However, all the categories
of surplus lands were naturally left out from settlement plans for the refugees.
Consequently, the crisis coupled with encroachment of tribal lands and purchasing it
at high price by the Bengalis, both in urban and rural areas, aggravated the situation.
The Communists demanded for ‘fundamental social transformation of the agrarian
structure’ for refugee rehabilitation.37 The Central Relief and Rehabilitation Department
decided to encroach the reserved tribal lands. Some tribal clans were forcibly evicted
too. The tribals were not even aware of the capture of two major avenues of economy
by the Bengali refugees, i.e. professional recruitments and hold over forestlands. The
gravity of the crises went unidentified for long time. The tribals were confined within
their closed society, with definite social values and their traditional beliefs.
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Like West Bengal and Assam, the refugees were initially dependent on the Congress,
as it had consented to Partition, and was, therefore, considered responsible for the
emergence of a category called ‘refugees’.38 The ruling Congress government at the
Centre and the state were desperate to keep their reputation. The Congress Udbastu
Sahajya Samiti was created to look after issues on refugees. The veteran leftist leaders
working in hills were determined to resist the mahajan-police-military nexus related to
land issues, and repression on tribals. They sought to organise the tribal and non-tribals
(refugees) to exercise ‘democratic rights’ in hills and plains of Tripura.39The Tripura
Rajya Mukti Parishad came into being at this crucial juncture. Its success was derived
from the trust acquired by activists of the Jana Siksha Samiti.40 The Mukti Parishad
organized a procession in Agartala on August 15, 1948 and carried out armed struggle
against the Congress government. The state government declared Martial Law in entire
hills to stamp out the opposition in 1949.41The imposition of the military rule led to
Golaghati carnage (1949) in Padmabil and Champa-haor. The death of 6 tribals made
the domiciles apprehensive about the Bengalis, they lost faith in the Congress. In order
to defy atrocities, a strong volunteer crop and military organ named the ‘Shanti Sena
Bahini’was formed.42It kept close watch on the feudal oppression and social evil. Even
anti-famine committee was established during the temporary periods of crisis.
The Tripura Rajya Mukti Parishad was renamed as Gana Mukti Parishad in 1950. It
started mobilization to introduce democracy by conducting election and making ministers
through the vote of the citizens. It started running parallel government in a portion of
hills, inhabited by few lakhs of tribal jhhumias and Bengali refugees. The Government
had taken measures against ‘anti-state’ activities of the Communists, irrespective of the
initiatives of the Gana Mukti Parishad for working uniformly on refugee and tribal
fronts. But resentments among the communities started from early 1950s. The policy
makers were concerned for the cause of the Bengali refugees.43While getting liquid
cash was decisive for the poverty-ridden tribals, government distributed regular cash
among the refugees. With dissolution of kingship, when the Princely State of Tripura
had joined Indian Union in 1949, huge number of Bengali government servants lost
their jobs. Some professionally qualified Bengali refugees made job market more
vulnerable and competitive.
The Congress was working for the refugees essentially on vote-bank politics, while the
Communists voiced for all the downtrodden classes including the refugees and tribals,
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demanding for introduction of schemes for both refugees and tribals.44In 1950, ‘The
condition of the refugees stationed at Agartala was turning from bad to worse. One
refugee committed suicide on the 10th July 1950 in Durgabari Camp near the Maharaja
Palace. It was learnt that the deceased could not secure food or money from the Relief
Officer. Next day, another refugee was reported to have died as a result of starvation
at Maharajganj Camp’.45They realized the need to organize themselves under political
parties, as the administration was not providing with adequate doles or getting essentials
from the relief office. Organizations like Purbabanga Sankhalaghu Kalyan Samiti (left)
and Congress Udbastu Sahajya Samiti had strong political affiliations. But, the Bastutyagi
Janakalyan Samiti, Tripura Rajya Nath Samiti or Tripura Rudrapal Samity were just
working for refugee causes. A branch of the East Bengal Relief Committee established
in Agartala. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee first talked about amalgamation of these groups,
advised to fight through a common political platform.46
Accordingly, Tripura Central Relief and Rehabilitation Association was formed and it
raised 18 demands, including voting rights of the migrants.47 It organized rallies and
introduced hunger strikes and satyagraha with demands of schemes for better living
and speedy resettlement procedure. The Chief Minister Sachindralal Singh failed to
foresee the danger of placing the land hungry peasants belonging to relatively advanced
Bengalis in direct confrontation with backward jhumias.48 The state government provided
them with lands, along with other facilities like ration cards at Mandai, Takarjala,
Jampuijala, Khowai and Kalyanpur in West Tripura.49Most of the refugee colonies were
built in tribal lands, surrounded by tribal villages, as per the recommendation from the
state government. The government had taken projects to grow cash crops in the hilly
regions50 and consequently, the Tribals lost their natural rights over forests.
After the formation of democratic government in Tripura, the administration headed by
the Congress got involved in refugee rehabilitation on a war footing. They were extra
cautious as the General Election of 1952 was ahead.51 However, the leftists were
successful in achieving its primary goal in the first General Election of 1952. Biren
Dutta and Dasharath Deb were elected as representatives’ and the Members of Parliament,
when they were in underground.52 A National Conference was held in 1952 when
Nehru visited Tripura for discussing the problems of scheduled castes and tribes, after
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the Congress was defeated in that Election.53 Dasharath Deb emphatically stated ‘Some
area or areas of Tripura shall have to be set aside for the tribal alone and no other
persons belonging to non-tribal communities should be allowed to settle there’.54 He
advocated for an Advisory Board on behalf of the Gana Mukti Parishad for settlement
of refugees in those areas, but with members of all political organizations for issuing
an ordinance. The Parishad advised to approach different political organizations like
Communist Party, Kisan Samitis, Ganatantrik Sangha and Praja Socialist Party to
represent this Advisory Board.55
The tribal experience of having refugees in their lands was naturally a bit complex. The
whole idea of enduring peaceful life suddenly confronted with land-hungry Bengali
refugees.56The Ministry of States stated about pitiable condition of tribals in South
Charilam and Khas Brajapur, Bishalgarh in 1953 that ‘It will be noticed that there is
some trouble over the requisition of cultivable land by Government for the purpose of
rehabilitating the displaced persons, with the result that the rightful owners are being
deprived of the land which is the only means of livelihood’.57 The migration of refugees
pushed the tribals in the edge. The price of daily necessities like salt and dried fish sky
rocketed. The refugees were grabbing plain lands and targeting the hills. The hilly
terrain, which was the tribal territory by birth, was the first choice of the rehabilitation
department for providing lands to the refugees under various schemes proposed by the
Centre.58
The hilly areas were considered as the sole source of survival and economic base of
the tribals. With the building up of refugee colonies, the concept of ‘private property’
first emerged in ‘Hill Tripura’.59 It led to the curtailing of the complete freedom of
choosing portions of hills for jhum cultivations by the tribals.60 The scientific measures
taken by the state government to protect the environment and logical restrictions imposed
on the tribals to give up jhum, posed a challenge to tribal entity for the first time. The
imposition of ban on jhum was the final blow on their life and culture. The tribals lost
their identity and romanticism of life around it. They started agitating against tribal
land transfer and insisted that the Congress Government not to allow any more migration
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to Tripura from 1954.61The impact of such changes in demographic profile could be
clearly visible in the city of Agartala. Anjali Barman, a refugee herself remarked, ‘In
early 1950s, Krishnanagar was full of houses owned by the tribals and later, it mostly
occupied by the Bengalis’62
The Gana Mukti Parishad had affirmed, ‘in the present scramble of land, it is not
possible for the tribals, particularly for tribal jhumias to secure land’.63 So, in the areas
inhabited by tribal people, all khas lands should be reserved for rehabilitation of tribals.
The Communists had accordingly broadened their appeal, earned conviction of the
masses by supporting rehabilitation of the jhumias along the line of the Bengali refugees,
respectively.64The Mukti Parishad demanded establishment of industry, commerce and
agricultural cooperatives in Tripura in the conference of Sanjukta Bastuhara Parishad
in 1953, for providing job to both the refugees and tribals.65Gobind Ballav Panth, the
Union Home Minister, stated in the Parliament in 1955 that the resettlement of refugees
had reached a ‘saturation point’ and it would not be advisable to rehabilitate additional
people in Tripura.66.67The government of Tripura was firm to carry on the decision of
the Centre and the Rehabilitation Department closed down its branch office in Agartala.
They ‘refused to accept the co-operation of Tripura Ganatantrik Samiti in providing
refugee relief, inauguration of schools and industrial centers’.68 The refugees started
hunger strike in Durgabari under the leadership of Dasharath Deb, in which Bisyambor
Nomo Das, a caste refugee died. The situation became so volatile that Indira Gandhi
was compelled to visit Tripura for inspecting the condition of the refugees.69
These agitations compelled the government to resettle the migrants at Nalkata in
Kailashahar (North Tripura), Amtoli and Arundhatinagar (outskirts of Agartala). But,
these incidents led the tibals to think that the refugees were the ‘pet sons of the
government’ who were getting ‘at least rupees one thousand a month’.70 The demographic
expansion and idyllic existence of tribals in a tradition-bound backward society were
not the only factors responsible for their impoverishment. Exploitation by non- tribals
and well off tribal families towards the poor tribals was significant. There was always
a wide gap between what the tribal families were earning and how much they needed
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to survive.71 Small sizes of their holdings, lack of irrigation and institutional credit
facilities, paucity of non-farm job opportunities at the localities and unwillingness to
adopt new means, ways of living increased their indebtedness. They had a tendency of
taking money from moneylenders by mortgaging a piece of land and household. If the
creditor did not possess anything, he had to render labour for the moneylender who
would decide the duration of the period.72
Some Bengali refugees started money lending business, land grabbing and practicing
unfair means in trading with their tribal neighbours.73 Thus, there was an unequal
economic competition with the culturally advanced non-tribals, who later formed a
middle class in Tripura. It increased their alienation from large tracts of land.74 The
government started conducting rehabilitation of the jhumias and refugees with equal
precedence by then. But, crash programmes like allotting of lands; giving bullocks,
milch cows, poultry birds, other subsidies were not feasible solutions for them. They
had to be economically rehabilitated within their own ways of living, their geo-physical
and psychic framework. The tribals were gladly accepted the majoritarian presence of
the Bengali refugees in their land, they tolerated their dominance in cultural issues and
in other privileged sectors, like education and administrative jobs in Tripura.
IV. Conflict of Interests between the Communities
As compulsions of electoral politics and party system, the indigenous tribals remained
in the receiving end. However, they became more marginalized and their population
was decreasing in every decade.75In 1921, percentage of total tribal population was
54.7, in 1941 it was 50.1, in 1961 it was 31.5 and in 1971 it was 28.9.76 The official
figures showed total 609,998 Bengalis migrated to Tripura in between 1947-1971, who
had taken financial assistance from both the governments.77 During the seventy-year
period, 1901-1971, while the percentage increase in population for India as a whole
was 129.6, the ratio for the north eastern India in general and Tripura in particular was
358.4 and 797.9 respectively.78 The Townsmen first encroached the villages and then
the jhum lands of the hills.
Some extremist tribal organizations became vocal in those issues. From late 1950s,
Tripuri identity politics took definite shape marked by ideological breaks from earlier
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discourses. Tripur Sangha Paharia Union, Adivasi Samiti and Tripura Rajya Adibasi
Sangha started opposing Bengali dominance in the job market and state administration
on ideological ground. In 1954, all these groups were merged to form Adivasi Sansad
and represented modern political construction of Bengali as ‘other’ and ‘outsider’.79A
broad based common platform for the tribals of northeast India named Eastern Indian
Tribal Union was established in 1957. They voiced that the refugee rehabilitation in
Tripura has been standing in the way of tribal rehabilitation in the state, and hence no
unqualified support to the refugee rehabilitation in Tripura was ensured from them.80
Introduction of new acts and rules became necessary to check further alienation and
displacement of tribals, as well as the effort to bring back illegally transferred lands.
The Dhebar Commission Report of 1960 suggested formation of tribal development
blocs in tribal compact areas as an ‘experiment’ and stated, ‘The influx of displaced
persons from Pakistan to Tripura has been enormous and has upset the local economy.
It has greatly affected the tribals and has made the tribal problem acute. The right of
the tribals in land should be safeguarded’.81However, the Government of India enacted
the Tripura Land Revenue and Land Reforms Act in 1960.82The TLR & LR Act based
on the primary understanding that unless the land ownership of the tribals ensured and
protected by law, illegal transfer of their land to the non-tribals would not be stopped.
Yet, alienation of indigenous population could not be checked effectively and
permanently. The Act barred transfer of land from a tribal owner, under the section
187.83It was a bold step to protect tribal interests from government’s front, yet ‘benami’
transfer and sale of lands continued.
With the enactment of Government of Union Territories Act, 1963, the Legislative
Assembly was constituted in Tripura. It was empowered to make laws under section
18.84 The Upajati Gana Mukti Parishad, which renamed again in 1964 from Gana
Mukti Parishad, was the only party working to strengthen the tribal base and for their
relevant rights.85 This new identity politics was represented by three new political
formations, the Tripura Upajati Jubo Samity (TUJS, a political party), the Tribal Student
Formation (TSF, now Twipra Student Federation), and the Tripura National Volunteer
(TNV, an underground group). Unlike previous narratives of Manikya rule as ‘feudalistic’,
the past (prior to merger with India) was imagined as ‘glorious’. TUJS was born with
a bang in 1967 under the leadership of Sonacharan Debbarma.86 TUJS was born
apparently as a student organization, but it gradually entered into the political arena of
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the state. It first carried out a long and sustained campaign, focused on decrease of
tribal population from 70 to 30 percent.87
The TUJS had support to the agenda of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) [CPI(M)]
in the very first phase. Initially the party was also keen to portray the TUJS as its youth
wing. But, looking at their further aims and ideas, Dasharath Deb felt such an organization
might look ‘communal’, which would have negative impact on the ‘democratic
movement’ initiated by the CPI(M).88The TUJS demanded active participation of tribals
in the administration, self-management and adequate control over their own affairs
under the Autonomous District Council (ADC) for the tribals, extension of the Inner
Line Regulations and restoration of alienated tribal land under TLR & LR Act, 1960.89
The Tripura National Volunteers (TNV) had always targeted the Bengali community,
not the state. Prior to TNV, the Seng-krak (Clenched Fist) surfaced as tribal insurgent
group in 1967. It always maintained close links with the Mizo National Front (MNF).90
By 1969, TUJS floated a force of armed volunteers Tripura Sena and Bijoy Kumar
Hrangkhawl was selected as the chief of this new outfit. Considering the sensitive
nature of inter-community relations between Bengalis and tribals, particularly after the
demographic change after the Liberation War of 1971, it demanded coverage of the
Sixth Schedule, as it had enough potential to spark of the explosion. CPI(M)’s support
to their demand evoked adverse reaction from the Bengalis. They perceived it as a
threat to their land holdings and other rights. The Amra Bangali, a communal outfit of
the non-tribals and political arm of the Ananda Marg had launched a counter campaign
‘to protect the Bengalis’ right opposing the ADC. The base of TUJS got stronger with
their decision to contest in the Election of 1972.91 They demanded ADC for tribals
under the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution.92 Right from 1974, they demanded setting
up of schools under the banner of Tripura Tribal Linguistic Enterprise. They demanded
restoration of Kokbarok as one of the official languages, and introduction of Kokbarok
as medium of instruction for tribal students in Roman scripts.
V. Conclusion
In the absence of expansion of non- agricultural job opportunities in Tripura, pressure
on the limited land had increased. In 1971, the percentage of agricultural workers to
total workers in the state was 74.4 percent. Hence, the non-agricultural employment
opportunities required expanding as an alternative. Otherwise, demographic upsurge
due to natural increase and influx of immigrants, would effect as overcrowding on
land. The non-tribals always tried coming out from lower economic position. They
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indeed tried their luck in new ventures, in which tribals were reluctant. So, they became
the natural victims of the demographic pressure on land.93According to the census of
1971, Kokborak was the mother tongue of 360,654 tribals, which was total 79.8 percent
of the total tribal population consisted of eighteen tribes and sub-tribes of the state.94
The emergence of Bangladesh in 1971 did not fetch any positive change in the fate of
the indigenous ethnic communities of Chittagong Hill Tracts. From 1971, the Chakmas
of CHT claimed separate homeland for them.95The government supported the ideology
of Bengali nationalism rendered patronage and rapid growth of the ‘outsider’ Bengali
settlement in CHT, especially during the reign of General Zia-ur-Rehman and General
Ershad.96 The Bengali Muslims were systematically depriving the Chakmas by
transferring lands and submerging. The first phase of migration of these refugees had
started from early 1970s, especially after the War of Liberation.97The Central government
provided them with shelter in Tripura and arranged temporary relief, but question of
rehabilitation was non-existent.98
Despite the regular grants or aid from the Centre, the state started considering the
Chakma refugees as their burden.99 Their presence had created demographic problem
and environmental concerns in South Tripura. The steady rise in birth rate within these
camps threatened and strained the state resources.100 The area surrounding the refugee
camps underwent deforestation and the local people faced an acute shortage of natural
resources like firewood, wild vegetables, bamboo shoots, and wild potatoes, which
constituted primary source of their livelihood.101Moreover, the Government of India
had spent Rs. 13.5 million on the refugees, which became a reason of discontent
among the local tribals, as they felt marginalized and harboured resentment for treating
those tribal refugees as privileged. It generated conflicts of interest between the local
and refugees. Another 55,000 Chakmas entered Tripura as refugees.102 TUJS based on
Amarpur and Subroom sub-divisions, agitated regarding the issue of staying on of
these Chakma refugees from the neighbouring CHT. They demanded that the Chakmas
should be shifted to other states of India.
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The entire decade of 1970s experienced a diverse identity politics in Tripura marked
by radically polarized confrontations between the state and ethno-nationalist fronts.
The communal conflicts and underlying threat perception of both tribal and non-tribal
population reached its nadir in 1977 election results. With the CPI(M) led Left Front
in power, demand for ADC got an impetus and created an environment of expectation
among the tribals. They, however, urged ‘expulsion of the foreigners (Bengalis) who
had come to the state since October 15, 1949, the day Tripura joined the Indian Union’
as a solution.103 This demand for deportation of ‘foreigners’, implementation of Sixth
Schedule (District Council) led to the ethnic riots of 1980 between Bengalis and domicile
tribals. The communal riot split the state bureaucracy and police, also the Communist
party along ethnic lines. Thus, as the politics continued to play on sharply ethnic lines,
the communal divide was widening fast.
Like other major refugee absorbent states, the Bengali refugees never felt as ‘rejected
populace’ or treated as ‘uncalled-for immigrants’ officially in Tripura. Therefore, they
had not faced firm resentment for resettlement. Bimal Sinha in his novel Titastheke
Tripura rather portrayed complexities in the mentalities of the refugees. They tried to
settle down in similar geographical locations so that they could recreate the essence,
which they left in their desh. The Koibortyas had chosen a riverbank for resettlement,
whereas some purchased lands in the border villages of Charipara, Gojaria, Joypur,
Shanmura, Lonkamura, Kalikapur. Their argument was, though they left the country,
they would be in touch with the land from these areas. But, with the colossal effect of
the Bengali immigration and strong impact of their culture, the tribals gradually forgot
their own language and culture. In fact, the urban tribal population hardly could converse
in Kokborok or Tipra language.
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